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The conflict between what might be
best for maintainlng children's interest
in chess and hence lessening revolvingdoor membership by junior players, on
the one hand, and organizers'sellinter-

est on the other will not be easy to

resolve. Organizers who take a financial
risk by staging an event are not apt to be
too receptive to the idea that they virtu-

ally guarantee themselves a poorer
turnout by reducing the trophy count.

At the very least, it seems incumbent
on parents and volunteers to build commitment to chess by providing opportu-

nities for play in which there is no
reward but the joy of participating, winning, and learning, whether it be in afterschool programs, community clubs, and
in the most old-fashioned setting of all,
one another's homes. When the primary
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winning a trophy, we guarantee a future
of weak commitment to chess, and an
ever-declining adult membership
for our Federation.
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